ECONOMICS CHEAT SHEET

> KEY FUNCTION NEW ENHANCEMENTS
- Economic Workbench Presentation Tools and export live charts to Excel® (ECWB)
- Create Custom Series on the Economic Workbench (ECWB)
- Custom View Builder for World Economic Statistics (ECST)
- Track portfolio inflows and outflows (WFII)
- Enhanced economic indicator description pages (DES)
- Bloomberg Asia ex-Japan Financial Conditions Index (FCON)
- Customize your columns on the Economics Calendar including surprise value, flags, international date format (ECO)
- Trade flow/trading partners monitor (ECTR)
- Relevant news panel (ECFC)

> DATA EXPANSION
- CHINA – Bloomberg added 18,000 macroeconomic tickers from the National Bureau of Statistics (CEMAC) with full history during 2013.
- LATIN AMERICA – Bloomberg added over 5,000 macroeconomic tickers from national statistics offices and central banks across Latin America during 2013, with a particular focus on Mexico and Brazil.